SolaWash 2000 is the next step in the bright white LED revolution from High End Systems.

With incredible output from a 600w LED source, there is now a wash light with no compromises. The SolaWash 2000 is the only LED wash light able to outshine 1500w metal halide units while using half the power and reducing maintenance intervals and operating costs. The fixture also comes with a 2 year warranty as standard.

Packed with CMY, Variable CTO, 2 Fixed Color Wheels, Framing, Iris, 2 variable Wash Filters, a 9 to 51 degree zoom range and the ability to create stunning beam looks, this is a true workhorse of any rig.

Complementing this full feature set, the SolaWash 2000 includes High End Systems’ patented thermal control software, ensuring that the fixture’s cooling system is as efficient as possible while being whisper quiet. Further to this, there are various cooling modes in order to meet differing customer requirements such as opera and broadcast.

Alongside the SolaSpot Pro 2000, SolaSpot Pro 1500 and the SolaSpot Pro CMY, the SolaWash 2000 rounds off the brightest, most feature-rich and complete range of LED moving lights available!
**FEATURES**

- **LED Type:** 600 W Bright White Engine
- **Lumens:** > 26,000*
- **LED Hours:** > 50,000
- **CMY:** Yes
- **Linear CTO:** Yes
- **Fixed Color Wheel 1:** 6 + Open
- **Fixed Color Wheel 2:** 6 + Open
- **Framing System:** Yes
- **Zoom – Wash Mode:** 9 to 51 degrees
- **Zoom – Beam Mode:** 5.5 to 42 degrees
- **Active Thermal Control:** Yes
- **RDM Compatible:** Yes
- **Roadcase included:** Single

**Operation**

- **Auto Switching Power Supply:** Yes
- **5 Pin DMX/ RDM Connector:** Yes
- **3 Pin DMX Connector:** Yes
- **Powercon Connector:** Yes

**Construction**

- **Modular Construction:** Yes
- **Fast Service Design:** Yes
- **Electronic Cooling System Control:** Yes
- **Pan and Tilt Locks:** Yes
- **Integrated Yoke Arm Handles:** Yes

**Electrical / Physical / Compliance**

- **Electrical Compliance:** 100-240VAC @ 50-60Hz
- **ETL, CE**
- **Fixture Dimensions (inches):** 18.5 x 12.6 x 34.9
- **Fixture Dimensions (mm):** 475x320x886
- **Fixture Weight (lbs):** 92
- **Fixture Weight (kg):** 41
- **Road Case Dimensions (inches):** 32 x 22 x 40
- **Road Case Dimensions (mm):** 764x559x1016
- **Road Case Gross Weight (lbs):** 184
- **Road Case Gross Weight (kg):** 84

*Patents Pending*  
Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice  
Two year product warranty and technical support
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